African trypanosomes evade humoral immunity through antigenic variation, whereby they switch expression of the gene encoding their VSG (variant surface glycoprotein) coat. Switching proceeds by duplication of silent VSG genes into a transcriptionally active locus. The genome project has revealed that most of the silent archive consists of hundreds of subtelomeric VSG tandem arrays, and that most of these are not functional genes. Precedent suggests that they can contribute combinatorially to the formation of expressed, functional genes through segmental gene conversion. These findings from the genome project have major implications for evolution of the VSG archive and for transmission of the parasite in the field.
African trypanosomes are single-cell parasites, transmitted by tsetse, that cause human and livestock diseases of enormous impact in the Third World. Infections last from weeks to years, a main reason being that trypanosomes have a highly successful protection mechanism. They have a surface coat, probably essential, that protects them from innate immune mechanisms and shields invariant surface antigens from antibodies. The coat is present on trypanosomes in the mammal, and is first synthesized as the parasite's metacyclic population differentiates in the tsetse salivary glands. It is a densely packed monolayer of VSG (variant surface glycoprotein). Effective as the protective coat is, VSG becomes targeted by antibodies and trypanosomes are killed efficiently. This is where the trypanosome's remarkable antigenic variation strategy comes into play [1, 2] . As the anti-VSG response arises, some trypanosomes switch to expression of another VSG and proliferate, causing the next wave of parasitaemia. This process continues many times, leading to chronic infection and prolonged availability of parasites for transmission. VSG switching is spontaneous, not being induced by antibodies, and occurs at about one switch for every 100 cell doublings. In these respects, it resembles contingency gene systems associated with survival and proliferation of bacterial and other pathogens.
Antigenic variation has several layers of complexity. Individual parasitaemia peaks are diverse in a number of variable antigen types (VATs -a trypanosome expressing a given VSG) [3] and there is a general order in VAT appearance [4, 5] . Rather than the whole set appearing early, staggering them through ordered expression increases the term of infection. Instead of seeking to understand only how switching occurs at the molecular level, it is important to explain these added layers. Before the genome was sequenced, there was considerable understanding of mechanisms of antigenic variation, but it was also clear that our knowledge was hampered by lack of an overview of the genetic resource available to the trypanosome for this phenomenon. Now, surprises that have emerged from the genome sequence have suggested how extra layers of complexity might be achieved through that resource.
The basis of antigenic variation is individual expression from a large archive of silent VSG genes [1, 2] . Each VSG is encoded by a distinct gene, and trypanosomes switch from expression of one to another. There is a large repertoire of VSGs, comprising a silent archive and some specialized sites for their transcription. The archive consists mainly of two VSG sets. Up to 200 VSGs are located singly, telomereproximal on a group of approx. 100 minichromosomes [6] . Another set, organized as tandem gene arrays, has been estimated to contain approx. 1000 genes [7] , and among the few studied previously, some were observed to be incomplete [8, 9] . For expression, any VSG requires occupancy of a transcription unit known as a bloodstream expression site (BES), which is a polycistronic transcription unit [10] . There are up to 20 BESs in the nucleus [11] , all located telomereproximal on the conventional, megabase chromosomes. In addition to all these loci is another VSG set, the MVSGs, which are reserved for transcriptional activation as the infective metacyclic population arises in the tsetse [12, 13] .
Individual VSG activation is achieved by duplication of archive genes into a BES, leaving the template copy intact. The currently expressed VSG is deleted in the process, and the inserted copy will suffer the same fate in future switches. For minichromosomal VSGs (and those in expression sites), the duplicated region stretches from a set of imperfect, approx. 70 bp repeats upstream of the gene, all the way to the telomere [14, 15] . As such duplication operates from flanks, the two VSGs involved participate independently of their coding sequences. Intact array genes activate by a closely similar process, being copied from a small number of upstream 70 bp repeats to regions of homology around the 3 -end of the coding sequence [16] . Switches of this sort also are effectively independent of the coding sequence, as the 3 -end does not contribute to the variant-specific immune response. Coding sequence dependence in switching does occur, however, for silent array VSGs that are pseudogenes or incomplete. Complex mosaic genes become assembled, incorporating segments from different templates that have homology at least where the sequence exchanges take place [8, 9] . There is one other type of switch, of minor frequency [17] , that is not duplicative but operates by transcriptional and post-transcriptional down-regulation of the active BES and up-regulation of another [10, 18] . There is some interaction between the players in this switch, involving the promoter regions rather than the coding sequence [19] . Because the assembling of the genome sequence completes interstitial chromosome regions before subtelomeres and telomeres, the arrays have been revealed first. The analysis has changed our views on array VSGs in two ways, both of which have the potential to change significantly how we consider antigenic variation [20] . There are indeed hundreds of VSGs in arrays, and >90% of them have approximately one 70 bp repeat upstream. However, the arrays are not interstitial, but instead are subtelomeric (Figure 1) . Furthermore, approx. 95% of the VSGs do not properly encode protein. Only 5% are fully functional (i.e. encode all recognizable features of known functional VSGs), 9% are atypical (complete genes but may not encode all elements for accurate folding or posttranslational modification), 62% are full-length pseudogenes (they contain stop codons and/or frame shifts) and 19% are gene fragments.
Being subtelomeric rather than interstitial has important implications for diversification of the archive. During mitotic growth, subtelomeres (by definition, the regions between the telomere and the interstitial regions, which contain chromosome-specific sequences) recombine ectopically with subtelomeres of other chromosomes, whereas interstitial regions overwhelmingly are restricted to recombination with the corresponding locus on the sister chromatid or the second copy of the chromosome in the diploid genome [21] . Ectopic recombination creates the possibility for multiple genetic interactions, with the consequence that large families of diverse genes occupy subtelomeres in a wide variety of organisms [22, 23] . Subtelomeres provide a niche in the genome, not only for generation of diversity, but also, through apparently little restriction on the size to which they can expand, the retention of that new information. It has been clear for some time that immediately telomere-proximal subtelomeric regions in Trypanosoma brucei involved VSG location and function, but now it is apparent that essentially the entire antigenic variation system is subtelomeric. In fact, the trypanosome emerges as having proportionally the longest subtelomeres known, and this is due to VSGs. There is clear evidence that VSG arrays do participate abundantly in ectopic recombination, because VSG subfamilies are scattered widely around the arrays [20] . Longitudinal analysis of array structures during prolonged mitotic growth should reveal details of how such events occur.
The discovery that only a small minority of all silent VSGs are intact raises interesting possibilities that require testing. The extent of mosaic gene formation in antigenic variation must be reassessed. Although it might well be that the arrays represent gene graveyards, why would such long can occur over the duration of the infection. Bottom: For transmission to and from an immune mammal, selective pressure probably favours VSG diversity in the metacyclic stage, as there is no time for this infecting population to generate diversity on entry into the mammal. Selective pressure for prolonged infection may also favour embarkation on novel series of variants unencountered by that host in previous infection; stochastically generated 'mosaic strings' could supply that novelty.
regions be maintained? Even if they were selectively neutral, as would be likely for graveyards, long stretches could be lost very easily through unequal recombination events between 70 bp repeats. In fact, there is now considerable precedent, in other pathogens, that pseudogenes and gene fragments can contribute to antigenic variation. Species of the bacteria Borrelia, Neisseria and Anaplasma rely on such sequences as silent archives [24] [25] [26] . This is best illustrated in Anaplasma marginale, the complete genome sequence of which reveals a silent archive of just five pseudogenes (incomplete genes) [27] . They are the sole basis of switching, contributing segments combinatorially to a stream of new variants. As infection progresses, the mosaics become more complex, and many hundreds of variants can be identified. Thus incomplete genes can actually add complexity by multiplying the phenotypic range of an organism.
Extrapolation to the trypanosome, which has approx. 300 times as many variable antigen pseudogenes as Anaplasma, suggests the possibility of enormous information overload. Why such overload? One answer may lie in the great VAT diversity present in parasitaemia peaks, as seen experimentally and in a recently derived mathematical model (K. Lythgoe, L.J. Morrison, A.F. Read and J.D. Barry, unpublished work). More importantly, it might be that the information is used to help the trypanosome evade herd immunity (Figure 2 ). Parasite antigenic variation is usually held as a means of prolonging infection, increasing the chance of transmission to new hosts. This contrasts with what happens for viruses. Influenza infections are acute and brief, being terminated when the host mounts a humoral immune response. Although influenza antigenic variation is extensive, it is inadequate to combat this immune status. Instead, it confers the ability to re-infect individuals immune from selfcured infections with other variants [28] . In short, antigenic variation helps influenza virus overcome herd immunity. Trypanosomes may face the same challenge. They co-evolved with natural hosts ('game' animals), which consequently probably have indigenous resistance to the parasite. Although some have innate immunity [29] , others are thought to mount robust humoral anti-VSG responses and control infection [30] [31] [32] . Trypanosomes re-entering a cured host would be confronted by a broad range of antibodies against the relatively tightly ordered set of early VATs. However, the enormous flexibility offered by stochastic mosaic gene formation could enable the new infection to embark on a novel string of mosaic genes, yielding VSGs unrecognized by existing immunity. These would be initiated with stochastic, segmental conversion between genes with some identity, which need not be extensive, and would continue in a stochastic way, generating entirely different strings of genes in different hosts.
In 1990, it was first proposed that parasite antigenic variation might provide a means of overcoming herd immunity [33] . It was hypothesized that the VSG diversity inbuilt into the trypanosome metacyclic population allows transmission into cured hosts in which immunity was waning ( Figure 2 ). What we propose now extends this thinking to the whole trypanosome antigenic variation system.
In conclusion, the genome sequencing project has revealed two major features. The disposition of most VSGs towards telomeres and the damaged nature of most of them raise testable theories about the generation of diversity during switching and during evolution of the silent archive.
